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HARBISONWALKER
specializing in innovative 

glass solutions

HarbisonWalker International is known the world 

over for its refractory materials for all areas of 

glassmaking furnaces. In this article, we take a 

look at the products this company supplies, and 

the benefits to be obtained from their use.

HarbisonWalker International 
(HWI) provides the largest 
refractory manufacturing 

capacity to the glass industry in 
North America. Over 85 years 
of research and development in 
the glass market have enabled the 
company to pioneer innovative 
glass solutions. 

HWI is the only manufactur-
er to offer Centaur technology, a 
combo-cast block that provides 
the highest-performing protec-
tion while remaining economical. 
The company has also introduced 
Jade®, the first high-thermal shock 
resistance for hot repairs, helping 
to save energy in electric furnaces. 
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FURNACES AND CHECKER 
BRICKS

Fuel-fired furnaces in the glass 
industry typically utilize checker 
brick to improve efficiencies by 
taking advantage of the excellent 
heat exchange properties inherent 
in ceramic materials. As the fur-
nace exhausts through the check-
er pack, the bricks are preheated 
by the waste gases, providing a 
source of energy to preheat the 
combustion air when the cycle is 
reversed. Regenerator efficiencies 
can be affected by a variety of fac-
tors, from pack design to regen-
erator size. The materials utilized 
in regenerators must be able to 
withstand many different forms 
of attack, including corrosion by 
alkalis, silica, and sulphates, as 
well as thermal shock and creep. 
The selection of refractory materi-
als is critical to the operation and 
life cycle of the regenerator.

Top checkers
This zone has an atmosphere 

laden with alkali vapours and 
solid batch carryover (CaO, 
SiO2). High temperature cycling 
and oxidizing/reducing effects 
are also considered. HWI prod-
ucts for this area:

® 98 DM High alumi-
na (corundum) with excellent 
thermal shock resistance

® 98B Burned 98% 
MgO with a forsterite bond

® VZ Mag-zircon com-
position with a forsterite bond

Middle checkers
-

tuations that are considered rela-
tively mild. Solid carryover is low 
and less reactive because of the 
lower temperature. The atmos-
phere is rich in alkali vapours and 
some deposition can occur.

Super Narmag® B Burned 96% 
MgO with improved creep resist-
ance and Narmag® B Burned 
95% MgO re the products that 
HWI provides for this zone.
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Various checker designs 
are available to suit glassmak-
ing needs, including conven-
tional settings, HPC (chimney 
type), and the Hyde Checker. All 
modular checker settings avail-
able from HWI can be designed 
with horizontal clean-outs where 
appropriate. In addition, all mod-
ular checker settings are colour 
coded to height groupings to 
provide excellent stability.

Condensate zone
This zone has lower tempera-

tures, but ranges may be wide 
where cold incoming air enters 
the checker setting. A large 
amount of condensation of vola-
tile constituents is present from 
the exhaust gas. Plugging may 
occur from the entrapment of 
solid dust and fragments from 
higher up in the setting. Reducing 
conditions can also affect refrac-
tory selection:

® B (gas fired) 
Burned 96% MgO with 
improved creep resistance

® VZ (oil fired) Mag-
zircon composition with a for-
sterite bond

® 50 DBRG 50% 
MgO direct-bonded magnesite 
chrome

LOWER CHECKERS,  
RIDER TILE,  
AND SECONDARIES

This zone has temperature 
cycling and sulphate condensate 
that can be an issue. In addition, 
creep resistance is critical in this 
application due to the increased 
load on the refractory. Indicated 
products:

increased resistance to conden-
sate

®

increased creep resistance
® Conventional high-

fired super-duty fireclay
®

has superior resistance to ther-
mal cycling and creep
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REGENERATOR WALLS  
AND CROWNS;  
UPPER DIVISION WALLS

This section of the regenera-
tor must resist solid carryover 
attack and is typically subjected 
to higher temperatures. Careful 
consideration of insulation being 
used on crowns must be taken 
regarding hot-face temperature 
and expected mean temperature 
of the hot-face refractory:

with superior creep resistance
® HF 96% 

MgO with excellent creep 
resistance

excellent alkali resistance
® 50 DBRG 50% 

MgO direct-bonded magnesite 
chrome

®

increased creep resistance
® 60% alumina brick

TARGET WALLS
Regenerator target walls expe-

rience extreme conditions from 
batch carryover. Issues are most 
severe in end-port furnaces and 
the first two or three ports in 
side-port furnaces. HWI prod-
ucts for this area:

® A high-alumina, fused 
mullite brick with excellent 
refractoriness and creep resist-
ance

® Sintered AZS with high 
resistance to alkali attack

high strength and good creep 
resistance

excellent alkali resistance
® VZ Mag-zircon com-

position with a forsterite bond
® B Burned 

96% MgO with improved creep 
resistance

TZ® 150 Patch
A multipurpose high-strength 

patch for hot and cold repairs. 
For regenerator and port appli-
cations, this product is ideal for 
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patching rat holes, thin spots, 
and open holes in the crown, as 
well as providing a monolithic 
seal layer.

Middle walls
(Roughly 2-10 feet below the 

top checkers) This section of 
the regenerator is exposed to 
lower temperatures, with rela-
tively minor thermal cycling. The 

the refractory selection is resist-
ance to creep. Products to be 
used here:

® B Burned 
96% MgO with improved creep 
resistance

®

increased creep resistance

increased resistance to conden-
sate

®

brick with outstanding alkali 
and creep resistance

Lower walls
Like the lower checkers, this 

section is exposed to temperature 
cycling and sulphate condensate 
that can be an issue. In addition, 
creep resistance is critical in this 
application due to the increased 
load on the refractory.

®

increased creep resistance
® Conventional high-

fired super-duty fireclay
® DP Conventional 

super-duty fireclay
®

brick with outstanding alkali 
and creep resistance

HWI BOTTOM CONCEPTS
Vision®

A sintered AZS material is 
chosen over Fused Cast AZS 
due to its engineering properties, 
including linear thermal expan-
sion, higher electrical resistivity, 
no glassy phase, uniform density, 
and a lower k-factor. Vision® 
and the HWI bottom concept 
offer glassmakers the best of both 
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worlds: good corrosion resist-
ance, less heat lost out of the bot-
tom, and added protection from 
metal drilling.

TZ® 748 Ram
A leader in the marketplace for 

its glass-corrosion resistance and 
its ability to encapsulate metal. 
A zircon seal layer protects the 
furnace from glass following the 
metal as it drills.

INSULATION  
PACKAGE

Clay Flux and Insulating 
Packages are available in two 
design options: standard brick 
series and large blocks. Clipper® 

® are the options 
for standard series super-duty 
fireclay and HFSD, respectively. 
Cryla® XXL and Cryla® DC 
provide a solution when large or 
specialty shapes are preferred. 

in standard brick series, while 
Greenlite® DC s the option for 
large or specialty shapes.

HWI’s bottom design always 
features Vision® for the top 
paving, laid with Zirmul®
mortar, and multiple monolith-
ic layers for corrosion resist-
ance or metal encapsulation. 
TZ®

its excellent metal encapsula-
tion properties, which protect 
the bottom from metal drilling 
at a lower temperature. TZ®

also encapsulates metal while 
providing superior glass-corro-
sion resistance. With little or no 
cullet and glass corrosion as the 
failure mechanism, customers 
choose Zirmul® 160 Patch as 
the upper monolithic layer.

Top paving in wool furnaces 
-

mina materials in order to pro-
vide optimum corrosion resist-
ance. Staying true to the HWI 
design, backup courses include 
zircon ram and additional sub-
paving layers of AZS, zircon, or 
chrome-alumina.
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FOREHEARTHS
HarbisonWalker International 

has a long history of supplying 

glass industry for forehearths. 
In fiberglass furnaces, Serv® 
products are for glass-contact 
materials, while in all soda-lime 
superstructure applications, Nike 
S65W products provide excellent 
alkali resistance. HWI’s newest 
addition to solutions for fore-
hearths in the soda-lime furnace 
is Taycor® M DC. This product 
is a 99% alumina shape that 
rivals the performance of fused 
cast refractories while permitting 
novel design solutions for the 
forehearth.

INSULATION
HarbisonWalker International 

has a variety of insulating prod-
ucts to lower thermal conduc-
tivity and improve operations. 
HWI’s Inswool® ceramic fiber 
blanket products provide opti-
mum handling strength and low 
heat storage, are easy to install, 
and are resistant to thermal 
shock. The Inswool® ceramic 
fiber blankets are offered in 
temperature classifications up 
to 2600°F. HWI insulating fire-
bricks (IFBs) are manufactured 
with a porous structure that also 
produces low thermal conduc-
tivity and good thermal shock 
characteristics, resulting in top-
level insulating properties. The  
IFBs have excellent strength 
at operating temperatures and 
resistance to corrosive alkali 
environments. IFBs are offered 
in a variety of temperature grades 
and densities.

FUSED CAST AZS
HarbisonWalker International 

and DY have had a joint col-
laboration to produce the Tiger® 
product line since 2005. Since 
foundation, DY has adopted spe-

-
dizing technology on producing 
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which are used in glass furnaces, 
with an annual production capac-

Products have been exported 
to more than 50 countries all 
over the world, including the 

manufacturing facility is ISO 

Certified.

EMISSHIELD®

Emisshield® is a high-emissiv-
ity ceramic coating that is offered 
exclusively by HWI for applica-
tion in glass furnaces. Now in 
over 100 furnaces worldwide, 
Emisshield® minimizes heat loss 
and increases efficiency. HWI 
also provides in-house installa-
tion services for all Emisshield® 
coatings, which provide: 

The Emisshield® product was 
originally developed by NASA 
to protect space vehicles. In 
these applications, the coating 
is designed to modify the sur-
face of the substrate on which 
it is placed to increase the emis-
sivity and therefore the amount 
of energy radiated from it. In 
space applications, temperatures 
can range from sub-zero to over 

The Emisshield® coating was 
designed to maintain adhesion 
and not lose its emissivity under 
these conditions. Emisshield® 
comes in a variety of formu-
las designed to adhere to vari-
ous substrates, whether they be 
refractory or metal alloys. Most 

-
limetres thick, and are capable of 
operating at temperatures up to 
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VALUE-ADDED SERVICES (VAS)
HarbisonWalker International’s 

dedicated VAS team provides 
on-site management, installation, 
equipment, inventory manage-
ment, and supervisory services. 
Benefits include: 

that delivers cost savings
-

tory materials, ensuring the 

-
mizing outages and downtime

customers’ business, yielding 

GLOBAL PROJECTS AND 
ENGINEERING

Engineering Team special-
izes in greenfield construction, 

-
ernization, and also services the 

-
tories: drawings, products, and 
installation

including rapidly advancing 
technologies such as coal gasi-
fication units

capabilities with meticulous 
attention to detail

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
AND RESEARCH CENTER 
(ATRC)

learning, testing, exploration, and 
innovation. Here in the United 

and development experts works 
directly with customers to design, 
test, and trial new products and 
applications. ATRC China serves 
as an important raw materials 
and qualifications lab. Services 
include: 
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1305 Cherrington Parkway
Suite 100

Moon Township, PA 15108 - USA
Tel.: +412 375-6600

thinkhwi.com

HARBISONWALKER 
INTERNATIONAL

new applications and products

development
-

ysis

-
ing to more highly customized 
education that is specific to 
customers’ business (at HWI 

premises or on-site at custom-
ers’ premises).

GLOBAL SOURCING 
CENTERS

HWI has 30 North American 
global sourcing centers provid-

times in the industry thanks to 
dedicated sales personnel ready 
to respond 24/7/365. HWI’s 
products are ready-to-ship with 
either same day or next-day 
delivery globally.

INSTALLATION, SERVICE, 
AND SUPPORT

-
-

emergency repairs to new plant 
construction thanks to skills, 
resources, and experience to 
meet demanding specifications 
and time constraints.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Education and training are 

ensured via ongoing educational 
seminars at HWI’s Advanced 
Technology and Research 
Centers as well as customized, 

customers upon request. 




